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Abstract- This paper sets forth a proposition that firms with debts be encouraged or required to disclose the unlevered EPS, which 
is derived by purging out the portion of earnings contributed by financial leverage.  This alternative measure of earnings, which is 
referred here as zero leverage EPS or unlevered EPS, can provide a clearer focus on earnings which are purely performance related.  
This paper describes a statistical study for the health care industry w hich shows that stock return bears a stronger correlation with 
change in unlevered EPS than with the change in standard accounting EPS, thereby highlighting the merit of disclosing the 
unlevered EPS to stakeholders as an additional information for a more precise evaluation of pure operating performance of the firm. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Evaluating firm’s operating performance is often a 
tricky task.  For example, Return on Equity (ROE) is a 
ratio often used to measure the profitability of firm.  In 
the Du Pont Analysis, the ROE is broken down into 
three components: asset turnover, operating margin, and 
equity multiplier.  The latter ratio (equity multiplier) is 
actually a measure of the degree of financial leverage.  
Based on the Du-Pont analysis, we can see that the ROE 
can be boosted by financial leverage in a profitable year, 
making the profit and return on equity even higher than 
otherwise.  However, the same leverage works the 
opposite in an unprofitable year where a negative return 
on equity will turn even more negative because of debt.  
Thus, financial leverage boosts earnings at the expense 
of higher risk; such boost in earnings is not attributed to 
superior operating performance, but to risk taking.  The 
interesting question to examine is how does the market 
judge such portion of earnings that is a result of financial 
leverage. 
The primary purpose for financial disclosure is to 
provide information on a firm's operation performance 
to its stakeholders, who often base their evaluation of 
firm performance and investment decisions on the 
information disclosed.  
 One of the most frequently used variable in evaluation 
of performance is the earnings per share, which is 
required to be disclosed in the income statements.  In 
order to minimize any distortion of the EPS that might 
result from issuing convertible securities, fully diluted 
EPS is also presented, along with the primary EPS, for 
firms with complex capital structures.   
Analogous to this concept of disclosing fully diluted 
EPS which adjust earnings according to convertible debt, 
we propose the disclosure of unlevered EPS or EPS with 
zero leverage, which is essentially EPS adjusted for long 
term debt. 
Zero Leverage EPS is calculated by dividing operating 
profit after taxes by total common shares: 
EPSZ = ((EBIT x (1 - TAXRATE) ) / (OSH + DSH)              
(1)   

where EBIT represents earnings before interest and 
taxes; 
TAXRATE represents the income tax rate for the 
corporation; and 
OSH represents the original number of shares 
outstanding. 
OSH= original shares outstanding 
DSH= hypothetic number of shares issued to retire long 
term debt 
 which is obtained by dividing long term debt by the 
price per share at the end of the year. 
The sum of OSH and DSH will yield total shares in the 
hypothetical zero debt environment, which is used for 
dividing net income to arrive at EPSZ.  EPSZ can be 
interpreted as the EPS the firm would have earned in that 
year if it does not have any debt or if it is financed by 
100% equity.  This measure of earnings can be 
compared fairly across firms because they have equal 
financial risk and are all consistent with 0% debt. 
The change in EPSZ is more important than the absolute 
dollar value of EPSZ in determining stock return.  The 
change is simply the difference between EPSZ in the 
current year and that in the previous year .  This change 
in dollar amount is converted to a percentage or ratio by 
being divided by stock price at the beginning of the 
current year being evaluated. 
 
Change in EPSZ ratio = Δ EPSZ=  (EPSZ1 – EPSZ0)/ P                 
(2) 
Where P represents the stock price per share. 
Similarly, we derive the change in Conventional or 
Standard EPS as: 
 
Change in EPSC ratio =  ΔEPSC =  (EPSC1 – EPSC0)/ 
P   (4)  
  
To be precise, note from above that delta in this case 
represents not the change in EPS, but the change in EPS 
divided by price. 
The market’s perception of firm performance is 
reflected in the share price. The change in share price 
constitutes the financial return of stock which is deemed 
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to be the key profitability variable to shareholders.  
Thus, in an efficient market, any change in the variables 
which are important to shareholders should have strong 
correlation with stock return. 
To determine how the market view EPS in light of 
financial leverage, we seek to examine whether the 
adjusted ΔEPSZ or the ΔEPSC has a stronger correlation 
with stock return, we regress the stocks' returns on 
changes in both earning measures: EPSZ and EPSC 
 AR=  a1 + b1 ΔEPSZ          (5)   
 where ΔEPSZ = (EPSZ current year –EPSZ previous 
year)/ P 
       AR= actual return of stocks during the current 
year (year for which the performance is being evaluated), 
which is computed by dividing the price change plus 
dividend by share price. 
  The same regression is applied to the conventional or 
standard EPS: 
AR= a2 + b2 ΔEPSC 
 
 where ΔEPSC = (EPSC current year –EPSC previous 
year)/ P 
 
If the coefficient b1 or b2 is positive, then the result 
would suggest that stocks performance is positively 
correlated with the changes in earnings. Furthermore, if 
the value of t-statistics of b1 is greater than that of b2, 
then that means the change in zero leverage EPS has a 
stronger correlation with stock returns than the 
conventional EPS.  If this is so, then this would suggest 
that the zero leverage EPS is a more important evaluator 
than the conventional EPS. 

 
II. REGRESSION RESULTS 
 
For the purpose of illustration, we have chosen 2016 as 
the year of evaluation.  The stock return for 2016 (from 
Dec 31, 2015 to Dec 31, 2016) will be the financial 
return for shareholders for that year.   
Next, we obtain data on EPS and adjust the EPS number 
according to zero leverage in order to synthesize the 
EPSZ.  Finally, we will use regression analysis to 
examine whether the change in EPSZ or the change in 
EPSC has a stronger correlation with the stock return. 
Financial data for EPS 2015 and 2016 for 67 Firms in 
the health care industry have been gathered from 
Bloomberg. Based on the amount of the interest expense 
and tax rates, the net income is adjusted to reflect net 
income under zero leverage.  Based on the long-term 
debt outstanding on Dec 31, 2015 and Dec 21, 2016, the 
number of shares for both time periods are adjusted to 
reflect the total shares that would have been outstanding 
if these long term debts are retired by equity issuance.  
After adjusting the net income in the numerator and 
shares in the denominator for 2015 and 2016, EPSZ is 
obtained for both years. 
 
ΔEPSZ = (EPSZ 2016 –EPSZ 2015)/ P on Dec 31, 2015 
 
The regression results for the regression of stock return 
on changes in conventional EPS and changes in zero 
leverage EPS are as follows: 
 

 
Table 1. Summary of Results for Regression of Stock Return on both Earnings Measure 

 
 

Note that both estimated coefficients b1 and b2 are 
positive.  This indicates that both earnings measure 
have positive correlation with stock return.  Based on 
the t-statistics, however, b2 is statistically more 
significant, which indicates that the change in zero 
leverage EPS has greater explanatory power than the 
change in conventional EPS.  This implies that there 
might be richer information content in zero leverage 
earnings, which can be acquired by simply adjusting the 
EPS for the financial leverage. 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
The results suggest that the EPS adjusted for leverage 
has a stronger correlation with stock performance.  This 
implies that adjusting EPS for debt might provide a 

more accurate evaluation of the firm’s pure operating 
performance over those using EPS based on 
conventional accounting method, as commonly 
provided in financial newspapers and publications.  The 
potential benefit for stakeholders, as illustrated in this 
study, points to the merit of disclosing the unlevered 
EPS, along with the conventional EPS, in the income 
statements.  As an accounting matter, the unlevered 
EPS is relatively inexpensive for firms to disclose since 
it is simple to compute. 
  The potential benefit for financial statement users is 
likely to be far greater than the minimal computation and 
disclosure cost to be incurred by firms.  Thus, from a 
social perspective, firms with debts, particularly those 
with substantial amounts of debt, should be encouraged, 
if not required, to disclose the unlevered EPS in their 
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income statements. 
                                                 
One implication of such findings is that for industries 
where zero leverage EPS has stronger correlation with 
stock performance, firms should be especially cautious 
in not taking on excess leverage because the market is 
particularly concerned about leverage in such sectors.  
 
Appendix - Details of Data 
The total original sample of 1437 firms include all 
companies which are actively traded in New York Stock 
Exchange (NYSE) and are using calendar year as fiscal 
year. 452 firms were eliminated from samples due to 
missing or incomplete data and therefore 985 firms are 
remained in the sample. All data shown are as of 
December 31, 2015 and December 31, 2016 and are 
retrieved from the EQS function of Bloomberg Terminal 
on 15th June, 2016 unless otherwise stated. Data are 
categorized in GICS Sectors (The Global Industry 
Classification Standard (GICS) by MSCI and Standard 
& Poor’s), the numbers of firms in each sector are as 
follow: 

 

 
 
This empirical study put a focus on the correlation 
between unlevered EPS and actual return on stocks in 
the health care sector, which is with 67 firms in the 
sample.  
 
The variables in this empirical study are explanatory 
variables ΔEPSC, ΔEPSZ and dependent variable AR. 
Where: 

ΔEPSC =
EPSC − EPSC

Price   

 

ΔEPSZ =
EPSZ − EPSZ

Price  

 

AR =
Price − Price

Price   

For conventional EPS, EPSC  and 
EPSC  are basic earnings per share reported by 
firms based on Generally Accepted Principle (GAAP) as 
of the fiscal year ended on December 31, 2015 and 
December 31, 2016.  
 
For Zero EPS or Unlevered EPS, EPSZ  and 
EPSZ  are based on the calculation below: 

EPSZ
 

=
Adj Net Income − Preferred Dividend

Average Outstanding Shares + Shares Adjustment  

 
 

EPSZ =
Adj Net Income − Preferred Dividend

Average Outstanding Shares + Shares Adjustment  

 
The adjusted net income calculation for each firm in the 
sample as of December 31, 2015 and December 31, 
2016 are shown as below:  
 

Adj Net Income
= EBIT
− Income Tax Exp
+ Tax Rate ,  
×  Interest Exp ) 

Adj Net Income
= EBIT
− Income Tax Exp
+ Tax Rate ,  
×  Interest Exp ) 

The net income is adjusted by deducting tax expense and 
marginal tax rate multiples interest expense from the 
EBIT of the year, which the sum of tax expense and 
marginal tax rate multiples interest expense represents 
the hypothetic tax expense of the firms if the firms are 
unlevered.  
 
The share adjustment reflecting the hypothetic equity 
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issuance for retiring long term debt are calculated as 
below:   

Shares Adjustment

=
Average Long Term Debt

Price  

 
Shares Adjustment

=
Average Long Term Debt

Price  

Where average long term debt is the average of the 
amount of total long term debt in each quarter of the 
fiscal year reported by the firms. 
 
The regression results for the correlation between actual 
return and unlevered EPS, and actual return and 
conventional EPS in the GICS Health Care sector are as 
below:  

AR = 0.0126142 + 2.743162 ΔEPSZ 
         (0.38)   
 (2.90) 

AR = 0.0170401 + 0.4611242 ΔEPSC 
        (0.53)   
 (2.71) 
The above regression results clearly display that the 
unlevered EPS has significantly higher correlation with 

the actual return than the conventional EPS. 
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